**General Note:** RDA treats Name as an attribute of Person, Family, and Corporate Body. Enhanced elements shown herein are attributes of relationships as shown in Relationships on page 1.

Name Carries No Core Elements
Name: Enhanced
For Complete Definitions, see page 3
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RDA Status of Identification (RDA 5.1.3)
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Preliminary
**Name: Enhanced**

**Definitions**

**Scope of Usage.** The type or form of work associated with the name designated as the preferred name for a person, family, or corporate body.

**Date of Usage.** A date or range of dates associated with the use of the name designated as the preferred name for a person.

**Source Consulted.** A resource used in determining the name, title, or other identifying attributes of an entity, or in determining the relationship between entities.

**Status of Identification.** An identification of the level of authentication of the data identifying an entity.

- Fully Established.
- Provisional.
- Preliminary.

**Cataloguer's Note.** An annotation that might be helpful to those using or revising the authorized access point representing an entity or relationship data, or creating an authorized access point representing a related entity.
Name: Special

Name Carries No Special Elements